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Metamorphosis CD-ROM (Promiseland)
Synopsis

Help your kids experience amazing, God-directed life change through metamorphosis! A 10-week transforming curriculum for Kindergarten-Grade 5! Included in this package you’ll receive: - All the curriculum you need, including all reproducible pages for use in your program. - 10 weeks of creative Bible teaching and life application activities from the Book of Proverbs. - 3 creative options per session for teaching the Bible truth. - 24 Activity Station ideas for use through the 10 weeks. - 5 identical Curriculum CD-ROMs to distribute to the Director, Large Group Teacher, Team Time Leaders, and Administrator. - 1 Audio CD with Metamorphosis Theme Song, Insect Inside Theatre Welcomes, sound effects, and story narrations to use in Large Group programs. - Video coaching to help prepare Large Group programs and Team Time activities. - Electronic clip art for use in creating environments and promoting your program. System requirements: - PC: Pentium 266MHz processor and Microsoft Windows 95 or 98 - Mac: PowerMac 233 MHz processor or later (includes all iMacs and iBooks) and MacOS 8.1 or later - 32 MB RAM - 4x CD-ROM drive - 16 bit SVGA with 2 MB VRAM - 800 x 600 resolution or higher - Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.x or Netscape Communicator 4.x - Flash Browser Plug In (provided on each Curriculum CD-ROM) - Adobe Acrobat (provided on each Curriculum CD-ROM) - Modem for Web site access and email
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